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Vegas is Back and Better Than Ever
Here’s How to Play in Vegas… and Win
You can’t put the genie back in the bottle. In this case, “you” is the government, the people are the genie, and the bottle represents lockdowns. It just
isn’t going to happen.
Masks? Well, that’s an entirely different topic of conversation. We may see
them re-emerge in many areas, but that won’t stop the genies from moving
freely about the country.
The summer of 2021 served as a release-valve for the pent-up frustrations and
demands of 2020. So many people, practically everyone, were forced to put
holiday plans, vacation plans, and social plans on hold. Those who missed
memories last year refused to miss another summer. That’s why we’re seeing
crowded roads and packed airports.
You know what else is packed? Casinos. On my most recent trip to Las Vegas, the second in the past few months, I used the opportunity to speak with a
manager at the Wynn Encore casino. He said the hotel has been more or less
sold out since they completely reopened. That’s amazing especially when you
consider some international travel remains constrained or restricted.
These observations lead me to the belief the recent sell-off in casino stocks are
overdone and present an opportunity. That belief comes with one caveat. I’m
avoiding names like Wynn (WYNN) and Las Vegas Sands (LVS) because of
their large exposure to Macau, a region on the south coast of China. We’ve
seen some strange things and major oversight emerge from the Chinese government. The resulting price action on impacted stocks has been very bearish.
It can be difficult to invest in the casino sector and remain fully insulated from
Macau. In fact, if we’re talking brick-and-mortar casinos, then we’re better
looking for internal diversity that cannot only balance the potential Macau
effect but also variants of COVID that could slow foot traffic.
With that in mind, I’m turning an eye to Caesars Entertainment (CZR). The
only thing more crowded than physical casinos are virtual casinos. Caesars
provides exposure to both.
The company will report earnings on August 3rd, so we’ll get a closer look at
how the summer season began, shortly. Last quarter, revenue landed in line
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with Wall Street’s expectations, but expenses ran a bit
higher than anticipated.
While I’m optimistic the company will adjust to the
higher costs associated with COVID-19, I’m excited
about the recent partnerships and expansions.
Earlier this year, the company announced a landmark
partnership with the National Football League on
Caesar’s becoming the League’s first-ever casino
sponsor. Caesar is now an official sports betting partner
of the NFL. The details are long but the short version is
it creates huge opportunities for Caesars.

Before that, the casino hooked up with Score Media &
Gaming to offer online sports betting in Illinois, a huge
market. Caesars receives a percentage of revenue generated by Score’s mobile better app named theScore
plus reimbursement for costs like Caesars’ licensing
fees. This deal lasts for ten years. The potential for expansion into other states exists as well, providing significant upside potential.
And while I’m excited about the partnership with
Score, I’m even more excited about a huge acquisition
the company closed recently. Caesars acquired William
Hill, a company that offers a variety of gambling options and platforms, including retail outlets in England.
The prized jewel for Caesars is the growing online/
mobile sports better and online gaming. With more
than 150 locations across 10 states, William Hill brings
additional reach for Caesars plus some much needed
technology.
Caesars paid $4 billion for William Hill, but it is already looking to flip some of those assets. The company intends to sell the non-American William Hill assets

it recently acquired. The sale could fetch as much as $2
billion. Caesars already has multiple suitors, including
private equity giant Apollo Global Management. Interestingly enough, Apollo tried to buy William Hill
around the same time Caesars struck a deal.
The move to online gambling and online sportsbooks
should diversify Caesars revenue, re-energize its
growth, and provide some insulation if we see another
rise in COVID.
Check out this chart on the next page
It’s no surprise why a move online. Gross Gaming
Revenue is projected to double between 2020 and
2021, then 2021 should double by 2023, and 2022
should double by 2025. In short, there’s massive
growth. For startups and newcomers to the space, acquiring customers requires a short media push while
Caesars Entertainment can draw from the folks walking
in and out of their casinos on a regular basis already. It
provides them access to potential online gamers that
have already shown themselves to be in-person gamers.
High quality leads at a low marketing cost.
This is why we’re adding Caesars Entertainment to
our buy list.
Buy CZR up to $101.75.
Keep Your Friends Close and Your Investments Closer,
Tim Collins
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The Top Economic Story of 2021 Is Much To Do About Nothing
Ignore the Headlines and Go for Growth
Growing up, my parents didn’t watch many movies.

But like me the first time I saw the movie, my kids
loved the closing scene when Ferris, having survived
The first and the only flick I remember seeing in a the- his day of craziness, reminds us that Life moves pretty
ater with my dad was Indiana Jones and the Temple of fast, if you don’t stop and look around once in a while,
Doom. I was 8 or 9 years old and still remember him
you could miss it.
trying to cover my eyes when the crazy priest pulled
the heart out of his enemy before lowering him into the Inflation -- Don’t Blink, You Might Miss It
fire pit below.
It wasn’t so long ago that every journalist in the finanOf course, I pushed his hand away from my eyes. I was cial media and talking head on CNBC was panica kid. Seeing a heart yanked out of a guy’s chest before stricken about the skyrocketing price of lumber, the
being lowered into a pit of lava was pretty awesome.
soaring price of used cars, and the insatiable demand
for new homes.
My wife and I are very different; we love movies, especially from the 1980s and 1990s. But getting our kids, Inflation was everywhere.
ages 11 and 15, to watch anything made before 2010 is
torture.
And you know how this story plays out.
After promising enough candy to induce a diabetic co- If inflation’s on the rise, the Federal Reserve has to step
ma, the kids agreed to sit through Ferris Bueller’s Day in and raise interest rates to prevent things from getting
Off, and they loved it.
out of hand. And when rates rise, companies have to
pay more to fund their growth, which crimps their abilSkipping school, putting the school principal through
ity to generate cash flows.
hell, and driving a Ferrari -- What’s not the love?
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Simply put, higher interest rates send stock prices -especially for growth companies- lower.
To be fair, inflation did spike. Not across the board. But in specific markets, there was upward price pressure.
Lumber futures ran from $835 in mid-March 2021 to $1700 in mid-May.
Have you tried to buy a new or used car anytime over the past five months? Prices are through the roof.
And how about home prices? Homes in Park City that sold for $700,000 in late 2019 now sell for more than
$1.25 million.
But here’s what the financial media isn’t telling you.
While all signs were pointing toward inflation in mid-March, everything began to change by early June.
Lumber futures, having doubled in only two months, reversed lower in mid-May. And Today, lumber’s trading
for $627 and is negative on a year-to-date basis.
Lumber Prices Coming Back to Earth
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After interest rates spiked from less than 1% to nearly 1.80% during the first four months of 2021, they have
since reversed course in early June. Today, the ten-year yield is around 1.28%, well beneath the late March high
of nearly 1.8%.
Interest Rates signaling a Cooling Down of the Economy
And while automobile prices are still high, price spikes there have more to do with the semiconductor chip short-

age than actual demand-driven inflation. Give this industry another 6 to 12 months, and you’ll wish you took
advantage of today’s artificially high prices to sell your beater in the driveway to Carmax.
Used Car Prices Up More than 20% in 2021
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Despite the massive amount of money the U.S. government is force-feeding the economy, this isn’t the 1970s.
Sustained, across the board, Inflation isn’t running in the
high or even mid-single-digits.

The collapse in lumber prices, the dip in interest rates,
and the surging stock market have traders convinced the
Fed is correct in their view that the current rise in inflation is transient.

One day we will have an inflation problem. And we’ll
know a change is afoot when 10-year yields break above
2%.

Investing can be difficult when TV talking heads are hellbent on grabbing your attention with fear-inducing headlines about skyrocketing inflation and soaring interest
rates.

But for today, if you missed the inflation panic in midMarch and mid-May, there’s no need to worry about it
today because, well... there’s nothing to worry about.
But for today, if you missed the inflation panic in midMarch and mid-May, there’s no need to worry about it
today because, well... there’s nothing to worry about.
Inflation came at us fast, but it’s vanishing as quickly as
it arrived.

Industry Update: Psychedelics
Making a Splash in the Markets
- By Bob Byrne
Just over seven months ago, I sat down -virtually- with
three Cybin (CLXPF) team members.
Paul Glavine and
John Kanakis are two
co-founders, and
Doug Drysdale is the
Chief Executive
Officer.
Before this meeting, I
had only a surfacelevel understanding
of the psychedelic
drug industry. I knew
research existed that
demonstrated the
potential for compounds like psilocybin to treat depression and PTSD, but I
didn’t realize how many people were impacted by
these illnesses.
Over 700 million people are affected globally with
mental illness, addiction, or eating disorders. And researchers believe psychedelic compounds may be the
silver bullet when it comes to bringing relief to these
millions of people.

This is the time to ignore them and focus on what’s made
investors money for years.
Inflation fears are subsiding as interest rates are dipping
and economic growth is slowing. Making it the perfect
environment to focus on growth stocks. See Tim’s lead
article for one of our favorites.
Make the Trend your friend,
Bob Byrne

It took less than 5 minutes for Paul, John, and Doug to
convince me that psychedelic medicine is the key to
unlocking the hell depression and addiction sufferers
are trapped in. On the call, these three pioneers laid
out their plans and convinced me Cybin would emerge
as the industry leader.
Now, I’m sure you’ve seen the news, but just in case
you haven’t, on Wednesday, July 21, Cybin announced
the company’s conditional listing approval from the
NYSE American stock exchange.
This uplisting is hugely important for the
company, as it places
them on the same
stage as the $1.5 billion Compass Pathways, $1 billion Mind
Medicine, and $2.6
billion Atai Life Sciences.
At only $470 million
in market cap, there
is a massive valuation gap between
Cybin and the other
psychedelics companies listed on senior North American Exchanges. But with Cybin’s uplisting to the NYSE, I
expect this valuation gap to narrow considerably.
Based on prior up-listings, companies often begin trading on the senior exchange between five and ten days
following the conditional uplisting approval. So, I’m
looking for Cybin to start trading on the NYSE American under the symbol CYBN by approximately July 5.
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Investing Around the Delta Variant
Two weeks ago, my wife got “the call” from her parents
that two extended family members, husband, and wife,
are infected with Covid.
Both are in their 70s and active in the community, and
both are unvaccinated. One has already been admitted to
the hospital, with the nurse informing the family that he
has a helluva fight ahead of him.
Knowing the age, vaccination status, and activity level
of these two folks, I was immediately concerned for
their well-being. Not about whether they’d recover from
the virus -- But whether they’ll even survive.
We’ve all heard the news. The delta variant is more contagious than the other virus strains, and unvaccinated
people are most at risk.
Six months ago, it was tough to get access to the vaccine. The lines were long, and the number of doses was
limited. But that’s no longer the case in nearly all parts
of this country.
This couple lives in Texas, and they could’ve walked
into a dozen different clinics and gotten vaccinated. No

The Delta Variant Brings
Back Masks
Up until a few weeks ago, it felt like
life was returning to normal.
My kids are back with their friends,
we’ve had backyard BBQs, and
tourists are pouring into Park City
like never before.
Continued on next page...

wait and no hassle. But they choose not to.
For many Americans, vaccination represents a political
statement. But I can think of better ways to make a stand
than getting sick.

The only thing worse than people shunning the vaccination for political reasons is the tinfoil-hat-wearing folks
that want you to believe the vaccination campaign is a
covert attempt to insert a microchip into your body.
It would make for a great story, but Microsoft billionaire
Bill Gates is not in cahoots with Pfizer and Moderna.
I’m not a doctor, and I’ll never pretend to be one. But
for twenty years, I honed my ability to measure risk and
reward.
And if the choice is between contracting a virus that
could put me out of commission for a month or more
versus taking a couple of shots, that gives me high odds
of not getting sick and near certainty of not landing in
the hospital if I do catch the virus, I’m taking the shot
every time.

The U.S. Economy is Open
for Business
Despite what you will hear from
some hyper-protective politicians,
the U.S. economy will not shut
down again. There are enough people in Washington that know what
the reaction would be to another
batch of stay-at-home orders, and it
wouldn’t be pretty.
Continued on next page...

Protect Your Investments

I’m 100% confident we’ll avoid another economic shutdown in America. Unfortunately, I can’t say the
same for the rest of the world. And
you need to keep that in mind when
you’re investing.
Continued on next page...
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The Delta Variant Brings
Back Masks

The U.S. Economy is Open
for Business

Protect Your Investments

Continued…

Continued…

Continued…

U.S.-based business is back to normal as well.

Visions of the January 6 attack on
the United States Capitol come to
mind.

If nationwide Covid infections, hospitalizations, and deaths continue to
rise, the first thing investors should
do is return to the companies that
prospered during the pandemic the
first time around.

I’ve been back on the road meeting
with CEOs, entrepreneurs, and business partners. Airplanes are at capacity, restaurants are crowded, and
popular meet-ups like Las Vegas are
as lively as ever.
But then I find out from my business
partner, Tim Collins, that Austin
Texas Mayor Steve Adler has asked
residents to start masking up in response to a surge in covid cases,
breakthrough cases (when vaccinated people receive a positive diagnosis), and hospitalizations in Travis
County.
The Austin Mayor isn’t the only politician talking about mask mandates.
We’ve got States’ mayors and governors across the country weighing
their options.
I understand why vaccinated people
don’t want to mask up. Hell, I got
the vaccine as soon as it was available, and I’m counting the days until I
no longer have to whip out my mask
to enter the airport.
But here’s what you need to remember...
As inconvenient as the masks are, a
mask mandate won’t send the economy into a nosedive the way the
mandatory stay-at-home orders did
in March and April 2020. And
avoiding economic armageddon
should be job number one.

Think back to when the pandemic
began.
Do you know that on March 12,
2020, nearly 1.8 million people
walked through a TSA checkpoint,
but that figure plunged to fewer
than 100,000 people by April
2020?
Earlier this month, more than 2.1
million people passed through a
TSA checkpoint. Still beneath 2019
numbers, but a far cry from those
horrific April 2020 figures!
And how about the restaurant industry?
On March 9, 2020, data from Open
Table noted that reservations for
the day prior were off just 1% from
a year earlier. But just 12 days later, seated diners from online,
phone, and walk-in reservations
collapsed by 99%!
More than 110,000 U.S.-based restaurants closed their doors for good
in 2020.
Government programs like the
Paycheck Protection Program
(PPP) loaned thousands of restaurants money to keep folks employed and the doors open, but
don’t kid yourself.
Businesses can’t survive without
customers, states can’t prosper
without commerce, and Uncle Sam
can’t foot the bill for the private
sector a second time.
Again, the U.S. economy is open
and will remain open for business.

I’m thinking about companies that
facilitate the transition to working
from home or accelerate their customers’ ability to digitize their operations.
Cloud-based technology companies
that thrive, regardless of in-person
meetings, will be a haven.
When it comes to the in-person
economy, however, you need to be
careful.
While the U.S. economy will remain
open, airlines, hotels, and cruise
lines move across international
lines. If other countries shut their
borders or close their economies,
that will have an impact on U.S.based travel and leisure companies.
The bottom line is you need to be
prepared for delta variant-inspired
stock market volatility. If state infection rates surge, even if only
among the unvaccinated, the stock
market will react. Rather than being
caught off-guard, anticipate the upheaval, and be ready to take advantage of lower prices.
Make the trend your friend,
Bob Byrne

WASATCH INVESTMENT NETWORK PORTFOLIO
The Wasatch Investor Network model portfolio is built to give our readers an advantage over the market. We identify disruptive trends and undervalued opportunities that can produce outsized gains.
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